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On-screen Editing

Are your digital skills up to 
the job?
Editors used to rely on paper, pencil, pen and ink 
as the tools of their trade. Now your computer and 
its software are the means to make your living. 
However, most people only learn enough about 
their software to get by and never realise its full 
potential. Imagine that MS Word is a car. If you’ve 
not had driving lessons, you might get to your 
destination but you’d probably still be in first gear 
and you might have had some dicey moments on 
the way. But with some tuition, you can be cruising 
the Autobahn and avoiding the potholes en route.

Despite what many people think, editors don’t just 
correct typos and fix the odd grammatical 
or punctuation error. They have two main aims: 
one is to make the text fit for purpose so that the

author’s message is clear and accessible; and the 
other is to make sure that files are correctly 
prepared for the next stage in the production 
process.

These tasks have been done on paper for many 
years, and some editors still do it that way; but the 
tide has turned inexorably to working with the 
writer’s electronic files. Almost all authors use 
computers (with a few notable exceptions), so it 
makes sense to avoid re-keying text that has 
already been captured electronically. Depending on 
the text and the production stage, editors either 
amend the files themselves or – using on-screen 
mark-up – suggest where changes should be made.

Why is this knowledge important 
for me?
When you first open a file and start noticing 
obvious mistakes, it’s tempting to get stuck in and 
just slog your way through page after page, making 
the changes one by one (‘manually’). Unfortunately 
that’s the hardest (and certainly the slowest) way of 
tackling the job. You’re bound to miss errors and  
inconsistencies in the text, in its organisation and 
its appearance. Worse, you might even add to 
them. It will take longer than marking up paper and 
you’re missing a vital trick by not exploiting the 
software’s many powerful features that can help 
you do the job more quickly and, importantly, more 
accurately and consistently. 

In addition, editors should not, through lack of 
knowledge, make the typesetter’s job more difficult 
or undo important pre-editing steps. When 
preparing files for the next production stage,
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On-screen Editing

therefore, it helps to have some familiarity with the 
typesetting process. It’s also useful to be aware of 
the hidden electronic tagging that’s used to 
digitise published works and to understand its 
purpose. There’s more about this below under ‘Six 
top tips for on-screen editing’.

Six top tips for assessing a job 
before an on-screen edit
Before you start, assess what needs to be done 
so that you can decide on the best way to do it, 
exploiting the software’s strengths and being 
aware of its weaknesses. For example:

1. Are spelling and punctuation errors
consistently wrong?
A spellchecker is helpful for gross spelling errors, 
but don’t rely on it to pick up words that have been 
spelt correctly but are in the wrong context, for 
example, break/brake. It also won’t pick up a 
wrong character or a missing word that could 
drastically change the meaning: maybe ‘Pressing 
the button will not switch it on’ should actually be 
‘will now switch it on’! Your spellchecker may not 
even be consulting the right internal dictionary – 
does it fail to recognise US spellings, for example? 
You need to know how to adjust your language 
settings.

If you want to impose house style on certain 
words, it might be possible to clean up some of 
them with a Find and Replace operation (global 

search), which can save a lot of time. But you  
should also beware of introducing new errors 
such as inadvertently changing ‘prize’ to ‘prise’ or 
vice versa. 

2. Are there grammatical errors?
Although MS Word has a grammar checker, you 
should always take its recommendations with 
a large pinch of salt. As with the spellchecker, you 
should check what has been picked up. It’s a very 
blunt tool and no substitute for getting a good 
grounding in grammar, such as that offered by 
PTC’s Essential Grammar self-study course. 
There may be instances where you can locate 
repeated errors (‘would of’, ‘between you and I’) 
with a global search, but the context will 
determine whether it should be changed (in 
formal text but not in vernacular dialogue, for 
example).

3. Is the work factually accurate?
Editors should have good general knowledge, but 
details can be checked (if that’s your brief) 
relatively easily on the internet – while being 
careful that your sources are reliable. Alternatively 
you can question the author (tactfully) about 
particular points; Word can help with this by 
assembling all the comments in a document into
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help with fitting text into restricted spaces. The 
numbers can also be crunched to form the basis of 
an estimate of time and costs (but remember not 
all texts are the same!).

6. Is the style consistent and appropriate for 
the audience?
Consistency lends authority and reassures the user 
that they won’t be distracted by conflicting details 
or confusing layout. House style plays a part in 
smoothing out dissimilarities: some can be 
imposed with careful global searches. But what of 
references and quotations that should not 
conform? Word can even help with this. There are 
third-party consistency checkers that can make the 
process easier too.

However, the editor’s most important job is to 
engage with the content intelligently and 
sensitively. That’s not a skill that software can 
imbue! However, Word can lighten your burden 
when it comes to the mechanical side of editing by 
automating important but often tedious tasks. This 
gives you more time to concentrate on consistency 
of argument or narrative flow, and make sure that 
the author’s message is clear while respecting their 
style and intentions.

On-screen Editing
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a numbered query list. This can be done with a 
customised mini-program called a ‘macro’, of 
which more below.

4.Are the structure and presentation 
consistent?
Headings give readers a familiar structure to hang 
on to, to help them navigate and keep their place 
on the page. You should check that they are 
ordered logically and that they and other text 
elements (lists, tables, captions, etc.) are correctly 
formatted. This is best done using coding or pre-
ordained styles, which can be easily applied in 
Word (see more below). There are also Word tools 
that allow you to view just the headings, so that 
you can quickly assess their hierarchy and 
consistency, and even move whole sections to a 
different location with a simple drag and drop.

5. Is the script the right length?
A work that is significantly longer or shorter than 
commissioned will affect the budget and the 
schedule. Word can give you statistics for the 
whole document or for selected text, including the 
number of characters (with or without spaces), 
words, lines, paragraphs and pages. This can also
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Six top tips for on-screen editing
1. Customise Word to the max
One of the main strengths of Word as an editing 
tool is the high degree to which you can tailor it. 
You can build your own formatting into styles, run 
and record your own ‘mini-programs’ (macros), 
assign keyboard shortcuts, customise tabs and 
toolbars and automatically insert standard text. 
These customisations can be stored in templates, 
which you can re-use on other jobs, periodicals or 
series and share with others. They are all great 
time-savers and will increase your productivity and 
accuracy.

2.Be          stylish
The words are only part of the job when it comes 
to editing on screen. You need to identify problems 
with layout and formatting and know how to deal 
with them efficiently.

Designers and typesetters often complain about 
the unwanted formatting that lurks in a Word 
document and interferes with the appearance 
once the file is imported into their layout software. 
What they mean is any formatting that has been 
added using the Home tab commands in the Font 
and Paragraph groups, such as bold or borders or 
different font sizes. In other words, the way 99% of 
text is formatted by authors and editors!

The best way to format text is to apply Word styles, 
which have the font, size, weight, spacing, etc. built 
in. Not only is it quicker and solves most 
formatting problems, but also once styled, other 
useful tools become available, such as being able 
to navigate swiftly in large documents or compile a 
contents list automatically. 

The typesetter gains too, as the styles act as 
electronic ‘flags’ that convey information about the 
type of text (chapter title, main heading, bulleted 
list etc.). They can be transformed into the final 
typeset appearance and/or converted into XML 
coding, the cornerstone of digital texts.

It’s becoming increasingly common for editors to 
be required to apply styles or check that pre-
styled files have been correctly structured. You 
therefore need to understand how Word 
templates and styles work so that you know what 
to do.

3.Understand coding (tagging)
An appreciation of the role of the editor in 
digitising texts is important. You don’t need to be 
an expert, but having sufficient knowledge to 
understand why the tags are there is helpful, if 
only to make sure you do no harm by deleting 
something vital! Or you might be asked to use a 
simple coding system to identify elements, such 
as [ct] for a chapter title. One purpose of tags is 
the same as styles: to identify the different 
components of the text so that they can be 
rendered correctly on a variety of digital 
platforms, such as websites and e-books. The 
coding must be accurate for this to work 
properly. Even complex mathematics can be 
typeset more easily when it’s coded – and there’s 
a special mark-up language for this.
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4. Clean up (let   the software take the strain)
Let’s face it, there can be quite a bit of drudgery in 
editing, even if you’re working on the latest John 
Grisham thriller, let alone the academic cutting 
edge of, say, drainpipe technology (someone has 
to). There’s always basic cleaning up to do, such as 
removing unwanted spaces, imposing house style, 
eradicating inconsistencies and, as we’ve seen, 
sorting out formatting and layout problems.

The more you can automate this process the 
better, therefore, and that’s where working on 
screen really scores over hard copy. In particular, it 
helps you to find and change specific text in a 
fraction of the time that it would take to do it with a 
pen (and not miss anything, which we’re prone to 
do when bored).

Of course, you should be careful not to introduce 
new errors as a result of such Find and Replace 
operations. Text Highlight is particularly useful in 
targeting your changes accurately. Searches can 
be refined to include case, formatting and special 
characters such as paragraph marks and en rules, 
among many others. A powerful feature called 
‘wildcard searching’ can make Find and Replace

even more flexible; for example, in changing the 
hyphens in number spans to en rules with one 
global search.

If there comes a point when you find yourself 
doing the same clean-up routines for the 
umpteenth time and you start to wonder if there’s 
a way of automating some or all of the process, 
then  you’re ready for macros. Macros are 
customised ‘programs’ that you can run to change 
the content of your documents. Simple ones 
might consist of several global searches that you 
do frequently – for example, to remove unwanted 
extra spaces after full stops or at the end of 
paragraphs. Macros work much faster than you 
could ever do, and they don’t get tired! They are 
probably an editor’s most important aid, along 
with global searching.

You can acquire macros online or create 
straightforward ones yourself by recording the 
steps. Commercially available ‘add-ins’ (software 
to extend Word’s capabilities) can also be valuable 
aids to clean up documents and eliminate  
inconsistencies, and the course handouts make 
some suggestions.

5. Show your workings
Word’s revision marking tool (Track Changes) can 
be a mixed blessing for editors. It helps to know 
how to minimise its drawbacks and play up its 
advantages. For example, when you turn it on, 
Word shows all the mark-up. Some people like to 
work this way but others find it distracting, so it’s 
helpful to know that you can hide some or all of it. 
It’s your personal choice, but there are many 
permutations of what can be displayed:
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insertions/deletions, comments, formatting 
changes and specific reviewers. Do you prefer 
mark-up in balloons or inline? What colours would 
you like? You can view or hide, accept or reject 
specific edits, compare documents and restrict 
changes to text and formatting (useful if you’re 
sending edited files back to your authors).

Even the way you amend the text may make a 
difference to how much mark-up is added – for 
example, how you change case – and this can be 
a problem. Be careful if you’re working with 
automatically numbered notes, headings or lists 
as the numbering may suddenly go out of 
sequence. The key to not wasting time trying to 
rectify this problem is knowing that the numbering 
will sort itself out once the changes have been 
accepted (or rejected).

It’s also essential that all the mark-up is removed 
before the files are converted, because the old 
text can reappear alongside the new if the 
changes are not accepted or rejected.

6.  Practise using  shortcut  keys
How do you save a document? The chances are 
that you put your hand on your mouse or trackpad, 
move the cursor until you’re hovering 

over the ‘Save’ button and click it. But next time, 
try pressing Ctrl and S on the keyboard instead. 
You’ll probably save half a second or more – but 
how many times do you save a document during 
the course of a day, week, year? Add up all those 
seconds and you come up with a significant 
time-saving. And that’s just one command. Add 
to that the other shortcuts for commands that 
you click on dozens of times a day, such as open, 
close, print, copy and paste – not to mention 
navigating around a document – and you have 
the potential to save yourself masses of time. 
Selecting text with the mouse can be the most 
fiddly, frustrating and time-consuming task too, 
when you could do it so much faster and more 
accurately with the keyboard.

Practise keyboard shortcuts and you’ll quickly 
memorise those that serve you best. It’s 
surprising how soon you forget how to do them 
any other way! Is there a command that doesn’t 
have a shortcut? If so, customise your own. You 
can assign shortcuts to styles, macros, 
commands not on the ribbon and special 
characters that you use a lot – accents, perhaps, 
or symbols such as multiplication (don’t use ‘x’).

There’s another advantage to shortcut keys: 
avoiding repetitive strain injury and joint aches 
and pains, which are often an occupational 
hazard for editors. Using the keyboard instead of 
the mouse is one way of reducing the risk 
or alleviating symptoms. Believe it or not, it’s 
possible to use all your Microsoft programs 
without touching a mouse or trackpad at all!  
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•  Introduction to Editorial Skills: Copy-
Editing and Proofreading

•  Progress in Editorial Skills: Copy-
Editing and Proofreading

• Editorial Skills for All

Self-study by distance learning
• Essential Proofreading

• Essential Copy-Editing

• Essential Grammar

Further reading
Butcher’s Copy-editing: The Cambridge Handbook for Editors, Copy-editors and Proofreaders, 4th edn, 
Cambridge University Press
Microsoft Word for Publishing Professionals, Editorium.
Word manuals, for example, Missing Manuals, Step by Step, Word for Dummies

Online resources
WordTips: http://wordribbon.tips.net/ (tips to help you edit better in Word on PCs) 
McEdit: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/McEdit/info (for editors with Macs)
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How do I update my digital editing skills?
Whether you’re an aspiring or new editor, or you want to develop your existing skills, the following PTC 
courses and resources will help you expand your core publishing skills to succeed in your editorial 
career.

Virtual training courses

e-Learning modules

• A Copy-Editor’s Guide to Working with 
Authors

• A Copy-Editor’s Guide to Working with 
Typesetters

• Adobe Tools for Editors

• Author Queries

• Editing Illustrations

• Editing References

• Editorial Style 
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